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Maintaining low intracellular calcium is essential to
the functioning of brain cells, yet the phenomenology
andmechanisms involved remainanenigma.Wehave
advanced a two-photon excitation time-resolved im-
aging technique, which exploits high sensitivity of
the OGB-1 fluorescence lifetime to nanomolar Ca2+
concentration ([Ca2+]) and enables a high data acqui-
sition rate in situ. The [Ca2+] readout is not affected by
dye concentration, light scattering, photobleaching,
micro-viscosity, temperature, or the main known
concomitants of cellular activity. In quiescent tissue,
standard whole-cell configuration has little effect on
resting [Ca2+] inside neuronal dendrites or inside as-
troglia dye-filled via gap junctions. Mapping basal
[Ca2+] in neurons and astrocytes with submicron res-
olution unveils heterogeneous concentration land-
scapes that depend on age and preceding activity.
The rich information content represented by such
landscapes in acute slices and in vivo promises to un-
veil the hitherto unexplored, potentially fundamental
aspects of brain cell physiology.
INTRODUCTION
Neural communication in the brain relies on the homeostasis and
dynamics of intracellular Ca2+. In neurons, release of neurotrans-
mitters is controlled by presynaptic Ca2+ entry (Katz and Miledi,
1968), whereas memory trace formation depends on postsyn-
aptic Ca2+ transients in dendritic spines (Lisman, 1989; Nish-
iyama et al., 2000). Subtle alterations in basal [Ca2+] play a key
role in nerve cell signal transduction cascades (Ross, 2012),
also correlating with aging (Toescu and Verkhratsky, 2007).
More recently, it has emerged that brain astroglia contribute to
signal transfer in local neural circuits (Halassa and Haydon,
2010; Perea et al., 2009; Volterra and Meldolesi, 2005). Electri-
cally passive astrocytes handle physiological messages pri-marily through intracellular Ca2+ waves that show multiple
spatiotemporal modalities in situ and in vivo (Di Castro et al.,
2011; Gee et al., 2014; Shigetomi et al., 2013a), including slow
changes in basal [Ca2+] (Shigetomi et al., 2012). Accurate
[Ca2+] monitoring in neurons and glia therefore remains crucial
to our understanding of brain function.
Historically, ratiometric Ca2+ indicators applied in cell cultures
have provided accurate measurements of intracellular [Ca2+] and
its slowchanges (Grynkiewicz et al., 1985; Tsien, 1989).However,
the use of such indicators in situ has been limited because light
absorption and scattering in organized tissue are strongly wave-
length dependent and furthermore could vary with activity or
development (Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012; Oheim et al.,
2001). These factors introduce poorly controlled errors to the ra-
tiometric readout,which relieson thepre-determinedsignal ratios
at different wavelengths. Instead, [Ca2+] monitoring in situ has
commonly been carried out using fluorescence intensity-based
measures (Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012; Maravall et al.,
2000). While providing robust readout for rapid [Ca2+] dynamics,
the accuracy of the latter approach for low basal [Ca2+] (below
100nM) is limitedby the errors pertinent to the lowsignal-to-noise
ratio, fluctuations in the dye concentration, focus drift, or photo-
bleaching (Oertner et al., 2002; Scott and Rusakov, 2006). Evalu-
ating resting [Ca2+] and its intracellular distribution in situ has thus
remained a challenge, yet this knowledge appears essential for
deciphering Ca2+ signals in various physiological scenarios.
In contrast to the common intensity-based measurements,
fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) exploits the fact that photon
emission is a stochastic event occurring for up to several nano-
seconds post-excitation, with a progressively declining probabil-
ity. By registering a large number of emission events, FLIM thus
restores the fluorescence signal decay time course (see below).
This decay could be highly sensitive to molecular microenviron-
ment; FLIM techniques have been emerging that use specific in-
dicators tomonitor nanometer-scalemolecular interactions in live
cells (Koldenkova and Nagai, 2013; Ueda et al., 2013).
Because the fluorescence decay does not depend on how
many dye molecules are imaged or how many photons are
counted (these numbers will instead affect the measurement er-
ror), FLIM readout is inherently insensitive to the emission inten-
sity or dye concentration. Consequently, it is also insensitive toNeuron 88, 277–288, October 21, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 277
focus fluctuations or light scattering, which all represent the key
factors hampering fluorescence imaging in situ. It has also been
found that the fluorescence lifetime of some commonly used
Ca2+ dyes, such as Oregon Green BAPTA-1 (OGB-1), is sensitive
to free Ca2+ in the nanomolar range (Wilms and Eilers, 2007;
Wilms et al., 2006). This feature of OGB-1 has led to a successful
evaluation of bulk changes in astroglial [Ca2+] in a mouse model
of Alzheimer’s disease (Kuchibhotla et al., 2009). However,
because FLIM readout can be sensitive to other variables of
the intracellular milieu (Baylor and Hollingworth, 2011), such as
pH (Battisti et al., 2012), temperature (Tsuji et al., 2013), or me-
dium viscosity (Wu et al., 2013), validating the method accord-
ingly has remained an important issue.
Here we show that the Ca2+-dependent lifetime of OGB-1
excited in two-photon mode is insensitive to physiological
changes in pH, [Mg2+], [Zn2+], a ubiquitous neural protein (actin),
temperature, or micro-viscosity. We implement a FLIM photon-
counting procedure that boosts the readout stability, enabling
a FLIM-mode image acquisition in situ at 100 Hz. We adapt
this technique for high-sensitivity, high-resolution [Ca2+] moni-
toring in neurons and astroglia in acute brain slices and in vivo.
Our case study unveils some previously unattainable, striking
features of the intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis in the brain, sug-
gesting a strong gnostic potential for the present technique.
RESULTS
OGB-1 Lifetime Integrated Photon Counts Robustly
Report Nanomolar [Ca2+] in Varied Microenvironments
The in-houseFLIM systemusedeither aBioRadRadiance single-
scanhead, or an Olympus FluoView dual-scanhead microscope
(Figure 1A; Experimental Procedures). The FLIM duty cycle
was driven by an 80 MHz infrared pulsed laser (SpectraPhysics
Newport MaiTai). First, we calibrated OGB-1 FLIM readouts (at
lx
2P = 800nm) using standard solutions of buffered [Ca2+] (Exper-
imental Procedures). The outcome was readily consistent with
previous reports (Wilms and Eilers, 2007; Wilms et al., 2006), dis-
playing high FLIM readout sensitivity in the 10–200 nM [Ca2+]
range (Figure 1B).With no live tissue, the length of laser exposure
in these tests was virtually unrestricted; this enabled large
numbers of photon counts to follow the OGB-1 fluorescence
decay with the required accuracy. In live-cell imaging, however,
laser exposure is a major limiting factor; the maximal readout
rate will be constrained by the minimal number of photon counts
required to estimate [Ca2+] from its FLIM calibration data
(Figure 1B).
It was important therefore to develop a procedure that mini-
mizes photon counts required to evaluate the OGB-1 fluores-
cence lifetime. We asked how the classical approach, which in
the case of OGB-1 involves bi-exponential approximation of
the fluorescence decay (suggested by the underlying physics)
(Kuchibhotla et al., 2009; Wilms et al., 2006), compares with
other estimators on the same datasets. Our systematic compar-
isons have revealed that direct integration of photon counts dur-
ing a 9 ns window post-peak (termed here normalized total
count, NTC; Figure S1A) produces a [Ca2+] measurement error
that is several times smaller than the error pertinent to the bi-
exponential approximation (Figure S1B). Thus, NTC should sub-278 Neuron 88, 277–288, October 21, 2015 ª2015 The Authorsstantially reduce the laser exposure time to obtain a required
signal-to-noise ratio for [Ca2+] monitoring, compared to a tradi-
tional method. Reassuringly, the single-value NTC estimator pro-
vided a calibration function for [Ca2+] with an excellent sigmoid fit
(Figure 1C).
Equipped with this measure, we next tested whether the FLIM
[Ca2+] readout was affected by the common micro-environment
factors in the intracellular milieu. First, the tests showed excellent
stability for [Ca2+] evaluation over the wide range of pH (Fig-
ure 1D) or [Mg2+] values (Figure 1E, upper panel), the two con-
comitants most likely to be affected by cellular activity. The
FLIM readout was also unaffected by the length of laser expo-
sure (Figure 1E, lower panel), thus ruling out the effects pertinent
to photobleaching. Similarly, the NTC measure was not influ-
enced by the temperature (19C–36C range, Figure 1F), by
changes in the medium viscosity (altered by adding 70 kDa
dextran; Figure 1G), or by [Zn2+] fluctuations (Figure S1C).
Some Ca2+ indicators, such as indo-1 and fura-2, were reported
to show sensitivity in their Ca2+-binding or spectral properties
(although apparently not in the fluorescence lifetime) to ubiqui-
tous cytoplasmic proteins in the muscle (Baker et al., 1994; Bay-
lor and Hollingworth, 2011; Konishi et al., 1988). We found that
adding the omnipresent neuronal protein actin to the calibration
medium, in a range of plausible concentrations, had no effect on
the [Ca2+] FLIM measure (Figure S1D). Taken together, these
tests appear to meet, or probably exceed, the non-specificity re-
quirements expected from commonly used Ca2+ indicators. We
thus deemed our OGB-1 FLIM readout (NTC) suitable for moni-
toring intracellular [Ca2+] in situ. Interestingly, [Ca2+] sensitivity
of the OGB-1 fluorescence decay is not universal among Ca2+
dyes: the NTC readout of Fluo-4 was insensitive to [Ca2+] (Fig-
ures S1E and S1F).
Mapping Resting [Ca2+] in Individual Neurons in Acute
Slices and In Vivo
To validate our approach for in situ [Ca2+] measurements, we
explored a well-established preparation of acute hippocampal
slices (from P21–P24 rats, unless indicated otherwise; Ex-
perimental Procedures). We held a CA1 pyramidal neuron in
whole-cell configuration (loaded with 200 mM OGB-1; quiescent
slice conditions), as detailed previously (Sylantyev et al., 2013),
and carried out pixel-by-pixel [Ca2+] mapping in image stacks
(Figure 2A; typical frame recording time 60–120 s, laser power <
8 mW under the objective). It normally took 20 min after break-
in for [Ca2+] to stabilize in dendrites (Figure 2B) and 30 min in
dendritic spines (Figure S2B). We also established an optimal
regime of collecting such images in FLIM mode. Resting [Ca2+]
remained stable at inter-frame intervals of >3 s, whereas during
continuous frame acquisition it was slightly elevated (Fig-
ure S2B); the latter was consistent with residual photo-damage
(Koester et al., 1999).
Because FLIM readout does not depend on the dye con-
centration, it should provide an unbiased measure for [Ca2+]
fluctuations pertinent to pipette dialysis and exogenous Ca2+
buffering. We therefore mapped [Ca2+] at different distances
from the somatic patch pipette (Figure 2A; [Ca2+] remained
at 200–300 nM inside the pipette tip, likely because of expo-
sure to the bath medium prior to patching). Strikingly, in CA1
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Figure 1. Oregon Green BAPTA-1 FLIM
Readout Calibration for [Ca2+]
(A) Diagram of the experimental imaging setup (main
components) for in situ FLIM measurement and
analysis (see Experimental Procedures for details).
(B) Normalized fluorescent lifetime decay curves
of Oregon Green BAPTA-1 at various levels of
clamped [Ca2+] (calibrated solutions finely adjusted
to include intracellular solution ingredients; Experi-
mental Procedures). FLIM traces are normalized to
their peak values (at 1.3 ns post-pulse); (pH = 7.2)
[Mg2+] = 4 mM.
(C) The FLIM estimator, normalized total count, fitted
with sigmoid type function (0.393 + (0.064  0.393) /
(1 + (3 / 165.6)1.096); c2 = 1.33 3 105, R2 = 0.999).
(D) The OGB-1 FLIM readout is insensitive to pH over
itsplausiblephysiological rangeand throughout [Ca2+]
values, as indicated. Other notations are as in (C).
(E) FLIM estimator is insensitive to [Mg2+] (upper
graph) over the physiological range at near-zero
[Ca2+] (hollow black) and 5 nM (solid blue), as indi-
cated, and to laser exposure at both high (solid red,
16 mM) and low (hollow green, 80 nM) [Ca2+] (lower
graph).
(F) FLIM readout is insensitive to temperature over
its physiological range and throughout [Ca2+], as
indicated. Other notations are as in (C).
(G) FLIM estimator is largely insensitive to viscosity
at physiological ranges. 70 kDa dextran was added
to ACSF, as indicated (see Zheng et al., 2014 for the
corresponding viscosity measurements in vitro and
in situ).pyramidal neurons [Ca2+] dropped to 57 ± 8 nM almost immedi-
ately outside the pipette tip (Figures 2A and 2C). The average
[Ca2+] remained low throughout the apical dendrites (n = 35 py-
ramidal cells, Figures 2A and 2C; note a slightly higher level in
basal dendritic branches) over the recording time (30–120 min).
Furthermore, [Ca2+] values in individual dendritic compartments
were well correlated among different cells (i.e., they were pre-
dictable rather than varied randomly) but not correlated with
the residual patch-pipette [Ca2+] (Figure S2C).Neuron 88, 277–28These observations indicate that prin-
cipal neurons in situ possess a robust mo-
lecular machinery to maintain low [Ca2+] in
whole-cell mode. However, Ca2+ buffering
indicators, combined with continuous
patch-pipette dialysis, could still alter the
endogenous resting [Ca2+]. We therefore
compared [Ca2+] NTC readout for two
OGB-1 concentrations (200 and 400 mM)
and also in conditions of OGB-1 single-
cell bolus-patch loading (whole-cell dialysis
lasting only 2–3 min; Figure 2D; Experi-
mental Procedures). The outcome showed
no significant difference among tested
OGB-1 loading protocols across the den-
dritic compartments (Figure 2F; the data
suggest a slight trend toward lower [Ca2+]
at the higher OGB-1).Finally, we implemented our FLIM measurement approach
in vivo using local delivery of cell-permeable OGB-1 AM by
microinjection via a pressurized pipette (‘‘multiple-cell bolus
loading’’). In this protocol, the dye is taken up and subsequently
hydrolyzed inside cells (Garaschuk et al., 2006; Experimental
Procedures). Basal [Ca2+] measured in readily identifiable
somata of cortical neurons (n = 223 cells, layer II–III of somato-
sensory cortex; Figure 2E and Figure 3D) was on average higher
than that in acute slices (mean ± SD; 82.4 ± 15.8 nM); this was8, October 21, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 279
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Figure 2. Mapping [Ca2+] in CA1 Pyramidal
Cells Using Two-Photon Excitation OGB-1
FLIM Readout
(A) Example of CA1 pyramidal cell mapped for the
resting [Ca2+] landscape in thesoma,apicalandbasal
dendrites, at the cell-wide map resolution (3D FLIM-
coded image stack average shown); yellow arrow,
patch pipette tip; free [Ca2+] color coded, as indi-
cated; brightness represents fluorescence intensity.
(B) Resting [Ca2+] in secondary apical dendrites of
CA1 pyramidal cells remains stable post break-in;
dots (mean ± SEM), values averaged over visible
fragments throughout the dendritic tree (n = 3 cells).
(C) Average resting [Ca2+] (dots, mean ± SEM)
measured in CA1 pyramidal cell compartments
(n = 35 cells), at different distances from the
patched soma, as indicated (<30 mm for basal den-
drites); 200 mM OGB-1; ‘‘PeriNuc’’ denotes the so-
matic region associated with the visible cell nucleus;
inclusionof the nearby cytoplasm ispossible; * and **
denote local (1micronROI) readouts fromdendritic
stems and spine heads in primary and secondary
apical dendrites, respectively.
(D) Example of single-cell bolus-loaded CA1 pyra-
midal neuron mapped for resting [Ca2+] in somatic
proximity; arrow indicates withdrawal path of the
patch pipette (dotted lines; pipette routinely with-
drawn after 2–3 min in whole cell).
(E) Fragment of cortical neuropil in vivo FLIM-
mapped for [Ca2+], as indicated (single optical
section); images depict neuronal (n) and astroglial
(a) somata and a blood vessel (bv) section (see
Figures 3C and 3D for further illustration and
SR101-based astroglia selection).
(F) Average basal [Ca2+] (dots, mean ± SEM) sum-
marized for main cell compartments: at two con-
centrations of OGB-1 whole-cell loaded in acute
slices (red, 200 mM, n = 19–44 depending on cell
compartment; blue, 400 mM, n = 10–13), with single-
cell bolus loading in slices (green, n = 11), and in
cortical pyramidal cells in vivo (n = 223 neurons,
somatosensory cortex 100–300 mm depth) loaded through OGB-1 AM puff injection, as indicated (gray; empty circle, mean).
(G) Comparison between intensity and OGB-1 NTC readout for Ca2+ entry in an apical dendrite in response to back-propagating spikes evoked at the soma at
different frequencies, as indicated. Inset: example line scans depicting fluorescence intensity response for selected trials; traces, standard DF/F intensity
readout (left) and the NTC readout calibrated for [Ca2+] (right).
(H) Summary of experiments depicted in (G) (n = 5), as indicated; note saturation of the OGB-1 DF/F readout at 1 mM [Ca2+] and a linear relationship between
fast FLIM (fFLIM) NTC readout and spike frequency, up to the saturation level.most likely due to intermittent network activity, which is absent
in quiescent slices. Taken together, these observations suggest
that the active mechanisms of Ca2+ homeostasis in neurons (see
Discussion) can cope with variable amounts of Ca2+ -buffering
indicators commonly used in Ca2+ imaging studies.
Monitoring Rapid Ca2+ Dynamics in Neurons Using FLIM
of OGB-1
Photon counting in FLIM requires hundreds of excitation cycles
for every imaged pixel, and therefore it takes time to generate
a detailed [Ca2+] map (e.g., Figure 2A; 30–120 s for a single-sec-
tion image). To enable registration of rapid [Ca2+] changes
evoked by neuronal activity, we therefore developed a proce-
dure to record FLIM data (NTC readout) in a rapid imaging
sequence, with 10 ms temporal resolution (Experimental Proce-
dures). To validate the method in a typical imaging experiment,280 Neuron 88, 277–288, October 21, 2015 ª2015 The Authorswe recorded [Ca2+] signals in neuronal dendrites following a
500 ms train of back propagating spikes evoked at frequencies
between 4 and 200 Hz and used this dataset to compare the
common intensity readout DF/Fwith the calibrated NTC readout
(Figure 2G). As expected, DF/F response was highly sub-linear
due to dye saturation (Figure 2G, left panel; Figure 2H). More
importantly, translating these DF/F data into the [Ca2+] time
course would require detailed kinetic modeling and additional
experimental controls (Ermolyuk et al., 2012; Rusakov, 2015).
In contrast, NTC readout directly provided [Ca2+] values and
was linearly related to the spike frequency (Figure 2G, right) for
up to 80 Hz firing rate (near-complete saturation; Figure 2H).
The linear relationship between [Ca2+] readout and spike fre-
quency is an important feature because it could be critical for
accurate registration of spiking with Ca2+ indicators in vivo
(Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012).
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Figure 3. Mapping [Ca2+] in CA1 Astrocytes
Using Two-Photon Excitation OGB-1 NTC
Readout
(A) Landscapes of resting [Ca2+] obtained using
FLIM for whole-cell OGB-1-loadedCA1 pyramid and
astroglia (two pipette tips can be seen), including
gap junction (GJ)-connected astrocytes; planar
projection (see Movie S1 for 3D animation); false
color scale is truncated at 200 nM to expand its
dynamic range for lower [Ca2+].
(B) [Ca2+] map for a patched (pipette tip seen) and a
GJ-connected astrocyte (left), taken at three 10 min
intervals. Note sustained [Ca2+] gradients between
and within cells; color-coded scale in (A) applies.
(C and D) In vivo [Ca2+] FLIM mapping of astroglia
and pyramidal neurons (somatosensory cortex,
layers II and III) seen in the SR101 channel high-
lighting astroglia (C) and in the OGB-1 FLIM channel
(D, false color scale); dotted circles indicate several
prominent astrocytes; b.v., blood vessel (sections)
surrounded by the astrocyte endfoot process.
(E) Average [Ca2+] levels (mean ± SEM) at different
distances from the soma of a patched astrocyte (red,
n = 17 cells) in GJ-connected neighboring astroglia
(cyan, n = 79); single-cell bolus loaded (green, n = 5
cells at 400 mM and n = 6 cells at 800 mM, combined),
and in the astroglial somata and proximal processes
invivo (magenta, n=357,66,9,and17 for soma,0–10,
10–20mmareas, andastrocyte endfoot, respectively).Measuring Resting [Ca2+] in Astroglia
To directly compare intracellular [Ca2+] between neurons and as-
troglia, we patched and loaded with OGB-1 the two cell types in
close proximity and FLIM-mapped the area for [Ca2+] (Figure 3A;
seeMovie S1 for 3Danimation). This experiment revealed several
prominent phenomena. First, resting [Ca2+] in principal neurons
was substantially lower than in neighboring astroglia. Second,
the patched astrocyte showed elevated [Ca2+] compared to its
neighbors filled with OGB-1 through the astrocyte-astrocyte
gap junctions (GJs; Figure 3A), which are permeable to small
(<1.5 kDa) indicators (Giaume et al., 2010). Third, these GJ-con-
nected astrocytes appeared to maintain radial [Ca2+] gradients,
with the concentration increasing toward the cell periphery (Fig-
ure 3B; Figure S3A). Conversely, in the patched cell [Ca2+]
decreased toward the cell periphery (Figure 3B; Figure S3B).Neuron 88, 277–28Reassuringly, these observations were
fully recapitulated in vivo: basal [Ca2+] in
neurons was consistently lower than that
in astroglia (compare Figures 2E with 3C
and 3D). The [Ca2+] values and soma-
periphery gradients were therefore being
consistent throughout GC-connected,
bolus-loaded, or intact in vivo astrocytes
(Figure 3E). Thus, in astrocytes held in
whole cell, [Ca2+] was elevated toward the
soma, whereas in GJ-connected cells it
was generally lower while showing the
opposite, somatofugal elevation (Fig-
ure 3E). The latter trend was somewhat
reversed in the endfoot processes in vivo(Figure 3E), which appear to control local vasculature in a
Ca2+-dependent fashion (Otsu et al., 2015).
Throughout imaged astroglia, basal intracellular [Ca2+], once
equilibrated (10–15 min post-patch), remained remarkably sta-
ble, both across the cell population (Figure S3C) and within indi-
vidual cells (Figure S3D). Notably, in GJ-connected astrocytes
[Ca2+] did not depend on the distance from the patched cell
(Figure 3A; Figure S3E), even though the OGB-1 concentration
inside such cells must drop steeply with this distance (Henne-
berger et al., 2010). Furthermore, increasing OGB-1 in the patch
pipette 2-fold had no effect on resting [Ca2+], in either patched or
GJ-connected cells (Figure S3F), thus confirming little effect of
the dye concentration on the astroglial basal [Ca2+].
Although our experiments dealt with quiescent tissue, astro-
glia in these conditions could still show spontaneous local8, October 21, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 281
Ca2+ rises; in individual branches they appear at a frequency of
less than one per minute in most cases, in situ or in vivo (Di Cas-
tro et al., 2011; Kanemaru et al., 2014). Because [Ca2+] rises
could potentially affect time-averaged basal [Ca2+] maps, we
separated branches that did and did not generate [Ca2+] signals
over the imaging period (termed active and inactive braches,
respectively). Consistent with previous observations (Di Castro
et al., 2011; Kanemaru et al., 2014), we could typically register
one or fewer Ca2+ event over a 50–60 s period in the active
branch (Figure S3G; the settings enabled both OGB-1 FLIM
readout and intensity monitoring). We found that the transient
Ca2+ rise, even when present, had a negligible (<6%) effect on
the time-averaged [Ca2+] measure over a typical 50 s exposure
(Figures S3H and S3I); this small effect was further reduced if
inactive branches were included into the time-averaged mea-
surements. Thus, the typical spontaneous Ca2+ activity in our
conditions had little effect on resting [Ca2+].
Thus, dye diffusion loading through GJs, single-cell bolus
loading, or in vivo multi-cell bolus loading enable robust [Ca2+]
FLIM measurements in largely unperturbed astroglia. Reassur-
ingly, peripheral regions of the whole-cell-held astrocytes
approach resting [Ca2+] conditions characteristic for the periph-
ery of unperturbed cells (Figure 3E).
Heterogeneous Patterns of Resting [Ca2+] in Neuronal
Dendrites
While activity-dependent rapid Ca2+ entry in neuronal axons or
dendrites has been intensely studied, much less is known about
their resting [Ca2+]. The latter, however, is key to the local Ca2+
buffering capacity, by setting the occupancy level for endoge-
nous Ca2+-binding proteins (Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012;
Ross, 2012; Rusakov, 2015). Remarkably, mapping resting
[Ca2+] at high resolution revealed significant heterogeneity of
local [Ca2+] within dendritic compartments of CA1 pyramidal
cells (Figure 4A). Such heterogeneity could not be explained by
randomCa2+ fluctuations because it could be consistently regis-
tered at least over several minutes (Figure 4B).
Sustained concentration gradients suggest that local [Ca2+]
results from a dynamic equilibrium between local Ca2+ sources,
sinks, and buffers, rather than from diffusion equilibration along
cell dendrites. Thus, resting [Ca2+] might reflect the state or
type of microscopically compartmentalized cell function. To
follow up this line of thought, we asked if resting [Ca2+] reflected
the morphological identity of a local synapse. First, we examined
[Ca2+] distribution among dendritic spines of different sizes. The
spine head volume estimator was a ratiometric measure (Fig-
ure S4A), which was insensitive to fluorescence signal intensity
and appeared in good agreement with the recent STED micro-
scopy estimate obtained in CA1 pyramidal cells (Tønnesen
et al., 2014). Focusing on spines in higher-order branches (least
likely to be affected by pipette dialysis), we found that intra-head
[Ca2+] varied substantially (mean ± SD; 83 ± 36 nM, n = 417) and
was negatively correlated with the head volume (Figure 4C).
This small, yet statistically significant, anti-correlation was not
due to an unknown measurement bias, as the same approach
applied in primary dendrites showed no such effect (Figure S4B).
This result suggests that small-head (thin) spines, which report-
edly contain predominantly NMDA receptors (Matsuzaki et al.,282 Neuron 88, 277–288, October 21, 2015 ª2015 The Authors2001), tend to have higher basal [Ca2+] compared to larger
spines (that host both AMPA and NMDA receptors; Matsuzaki
et al., 2001). Intriguingly, [Ca2+] inside the spine head was
consistently higher than [Ca2+] in the adjacent dendritic shaft
(by 8.0% ± 1.7%, n = 417, p < 0.001; dotted line in Figure 4D),
and this difference did not depend on the head size (Figure 4D).
However, Ca2+ gradients along the dendritic shaft appeared
more substantial (20%–100% concentration difference range;
Figures 4A and 4B). The autocorrelation analysis of [Ca2+] along
the dendrite suggested that the typical distance over which such
gradients were sustained was 1.5–2 mm (Figure 4E).
Resting [Ca2+] in Dendrites Shows Developmental and
Activity-Dependent Plasticity
To test whether resting dendritic [Ca2+] changes during develop-
ment, we compared primary dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells at
P7, P15, and P21. Average [Ca2+] was reduced approximately
2-fold between P7 and P15, with no further significant changes
at P21 (Figure 4F). Consistent with this observation, previous
studies pointed to developmental strengthening of intracellular
Ca2+ buffering and pumping capacities in hippocampal neurons
(Kip et al., 2006;Oh et al., 2013),which could alsomechanistically
explain shorter and sharper transients of free Ca2+ in older den-
drites (Matthews et al., 2013; Pohle and Bischofberger, 2014) .
The observed developmental changes in dendritic [Ca2+]
prompted us to ask whether physiologically relevant cellular ac-
tivities could affect steady-state basal dendritic [Ca2+]. Surpris-
ingly, we found that short bursts of back-propagating dendritic
action potentials (4–6 spikes generated by 200 ms somatic
depolarization steps, 1–3 steps in total, 10 s apart) led to a sig-
nificant reduction of [Ca2+] in dendritic shafts (on average from
59 ± 18 to 53 ± 13 nM, n = 109, p < 0.001) and in spine heads
(79 ± 22 to 65 ± 15 nM, n = 145, p < 0.001) lasting for at least
5–10 min (Figures 4G and 4H). Interestingly, the activity-induced
[Ca2+] reduction in spine heads was consistently stronger than
that in dendritic shafts (15% ± 2% compared to 6.0% ± 1.4%,
respectively; p < 0.001). This observation suggests the existence
of a rapidly occurring use-dependent plasticity mechanism
involving postsynaptic Ca2+ homeostasis.
Astroglial Basal [Ca2+] Is Age Dependent and Divides
Cells into Two Sub-groups
Monitoring unperturbed GJ-connected astrocytes (Figure 3) has
provided an opportunity to test whether their resting [Ca2+]
changes during development. First, we found that resting astro-
glial [Ca2+] decreased dramatically within the week from P15 to
P21 (Figure 5B; n = 23–44 and n = 53–79 astrocytes depending
on recorded cell compartment; p < 0.01 throughout). Second,
both ages showed the characteristic monotonic elevation of
basal [Ca2+] toward the cell periphery (Figures 5A and 5B).
While the average resting [Ca2+] in GJ-connected astrocytes
did not depend on the depth in tissue or the distance from the
patch pipette (Figure S3E), it varied significantly among cells
(Figure 5C). As noted above, this variation was not a conse-
quence of intermittent Ca2+ activity or differences in intracellular
OGB-1 concentrations. Nonetheless, the distribution of basal
[Ca2+] in the recorded astrocyte population showed at least
two distinct sub-groups, one centered around 70–75 nM [Ca2+]
A B
C D E
F G H
Figure 4. Uneven Distribution and Use-Dependent Plasticity of Resting [Ca2+] in Dendritic Spines of CA1 Pyramidal Cells
(A) Example of a characteristic [Ca2+] map (OGB-1 FLIM readout) for a dendritic branch in a hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cell; note significant [Ca2+] gradients
along the dendrites.
(B) An example illustrating dendritic [Ca2+] gradients, which are sustained on the timescale of minutes (frame collection timing is shown); color-coded scale in (A)
applies.
(C) Significant correlation (Pearson’s r) between [Ca2+] and the effective spine head volume; dotted line, significant negative regression.
(D) No correlation between the effective spine head volume and the spine  dendrite [Ca2+] difference (relative values shown); dotted horizontal line, average
spine  dendrite difference in [Ca2+] (8.0% ± 1.7%, n = 417, p < 0.001).
(E) The autocorrelation-type function depicting relative [Ca2+] values (ordinate) along the cell dendrite (abscissa); red line, mean ± 95% confidence limits; gray
lines, functions on individual fragments (n = 90); blue line, characteristic noise function (obtained by pixel bootstrapping); blue dotted lines, noise 95% confidence
intervals.
(F) Average [Ca2+] (mean ± SEM) in different CA1 pyramidal cell compartments for three developmental stages, as indicated (P7, n = 6; P15, n = 13; P21, n = 44);
*p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001 (shown in red for P7–P15 difference and in blue for P7–P21 difference; differences between other groups were insignificant).
(G) Characteristic example of a [Ca2+] map (OGB-1 FLIM readout) in a spiny dendritic fragment, in resting conditions and 5 min after a short burst of back-
propagating spikes (see text for details); color-coded scale applies throughout.
(H) Statistical summary of experiments depicted in (G); dots, individual measurements in dendrites (n = 109) and spines (n = 145), as indicated; gray lines connect
paired data points from the same experiments; horizontal bars, average values; ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 5. Basal [Ca2+] in CA1 Astrocytes Re-
duces with Development and Shows Popula-
tion Dichotomy
(A) Characteristic [Ca2+] map in a GJ-connected
(unperturbed) astrocyte at high resolution, at P15,
with the regions of interest depicted.
(B) Distribution of resting [Ca2+] in cellular compart-
ments of GJ-connected astrocytes (mean ± SEM;
regions of interests are as in A) at two developmental
stages, as indicated (P15, n = 40; P21, n = 76).
(C) Characteristic examples of [Ca2+] maps in two
astrocyte groups imaged in one experiment and GJ
connected (unperturbed) to one patched astrocyte in
an acute slice. The two groups appear to differ in
their average [Ca2+], as shown.
(D) Frequency distribution of average basal [Ca2+] in
the recorded sample (n = 78 cells) of GJ-connected
cells in slices; solid line, histogram best fit the sum
of two Gaussian distributions (dotted lines).
(E) Frequency distribution of average basal [Ca2+] in
the sample of SR101-labeled OGB-1-loaded cortical
astrocytes in vivo (n = 357 cells, as shown in Figure
3D); other notations are as in (D).
(F) [Ca2+] in the nearest neighbor plotted against
basal [Ca2+] in cortical astroglia in vivo. Strong
positive correlation indicates strong neighborhood
preference of astrocytes with similar basal [Ca2+].and the other, broader group centered at 120–130 [Ca2+] nM
(Figure 5D, the apparent boundary being at 80–90 nM). Remark-
ably, we identified a similar dichotomy in vivo (Figure 5E), albeit
with the slightly elevated division boundary (100–120 nM, prob-
ably because of a greater contribution of spontaneous activity in
the lower-[Ca2+] group).
Relatively large numbers of imaged cells in vivo within contig-
uous regions of interest (n = 343) prompted us to ask whether
these two [Ca2+] sub-groups showed any spatial associations.
Indeed, we found that basal [Ca2+] values were highly correlated
between the nearest astrocyte neighbors (Figure 5F), whereas
the nearest-neighbor distances per se did not depend on basal
astroglial [Ca2+] (Figure S5A). This indicated that astrocytes
with similar basal [Ca2+] tended to group together, whereas
spatial density of astroglia is not related to their resting [Ca2+].
Conversely, when astrocytes were classified into the lower-
and higher-[Ca2+] groups, strong correlations indicated, once
again, the prevalence of neighbors with similar [Ca2+] levels (Fig-
ure S5B). It would be important to see whether this apparent di-284 Neuron 88, 277–288, October 21, 2015 ª2015 The Authorschotomy can be related to the two distinct
functional states of local hippocampal neu-
rons (Cossart et al., 2003; see Discussion).
DISCUSSION
In this study we have implemented and vali-
dated the method of monitoring low resting
[Ca2+] and [Ca2+] dynamics in neurons and
astroglia in situ at high resolution using
two-photon excitation FLIM of the common
Ca2+ indicator OGB-1. The FLIM-based
[Ca2+] readout (NTC) provides unprece-dented [Ca2+] sensitivity in the 10–200 nM range and is inherently
insensitive to the dye concentration or depth of imaging in orga-
nized brain tissue. We have also found that this method of
[Ca2+] measurement is insensitive to all major concomitants of
intracellular microenvironment.
Why is the knowledge about basal [Ca2+] essential for under-
standing cell physiology that relies on Ca2+ signals? The level
of free Ca2+ results from a dynamic equilibrium between local
Ca2+ entry, removal, and binding-unbinding with local Ca2+
buffers. Thus, it is a key reflection of the Ca2+ homeostasis ma-
chinery present in a given cell compartment. Correspondingly,
changes in resting [Ca2+] could directly alter the availability
(and thus buffering capacity) of Ca2+-free endogenous Ca2+-
binding proteins; in physiologically relevant circumstances this
relationship could be roughly proportional, even though changes
in [Ca2+] and changes in the available buffer concentration are
likely to occur on the nanomolar and micromolar scales, respec-
tively (Ruiz et al., 2003; Rusakov, 2015). Indeed, basal [Ca2+] has
been recognized to impact on the steady-state occupancy level
for Ca2+ sensors and Ca2+-binding proteins (Grienberger and
Konnerth, 2012; Ross, 2012), which in turn provides a mecha-
nism to control the dynamics of rapid Ca2+ signals.
The presentmethod has allowed us to test, in a relatively direct
fashion, a long-standing question of whether whole-cell configu-
ration significantly disturbs endogenous Ca2+ homeostasis in
patched neurons and astrocytes in situ. We have found that,
perhaps surprisingly, principal neurons are capable of maintain-
ing what appears to be their endogenous low resting [Ca2+]
throughout the patched cell. In contrast, astrocytes held in whole
cell showed somewhat elevated [Ca2+], at least in their somatic
proximity. However, because astroglia are heavily intercon-
nected via GJs permeable to OGB-1, we could use our method
to document [Ca2+] in relatively unperturbed GJ-connected as-
troglia, with submicron resolution. In addition, we have found
that in both neurons and astroglia, a 2-fold change in the intracel-
lular concentration of OGB-1 does not significantly affect endog-
enous [Ca2+]. Importantly, our FLIM measurements of basal
[Ca2+] in acute slices were entirely consistent with those made
in vivo, also including bulk loading designs, which minimize
disturbance of cell function. Because intracellular Ca2+ indica-
tors are universally used, these observations lend support for
the physiological relevance of such methods.
Perhaps unexpectedly, our approach has unveiled some pre-
viously unrecognized features of intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis
that might have fundamental implications for cell function. First,
it appears that resting [Ca2+] is heterogeneously distributed
among cell compartments, in both neurons and in astroglia,
showing sustained intracellular gradients. This is consistent
with the notion that basal [Ca2+] is powerfully controlled by local
cellular Ca2+ sinks and sources that enact a kinetic equilibrium
for free Ca2+ in the vicinity. Physiologically relevant sinks and
sources of cellular Ca2+ have long been a subject of intense
studies. They are likely to include a variety of Ca2+ channels,
such as TRPA1 (Shigetomi et al., 2012, 2013b), along with
less-understood Ca2+ stores and pumps (Parpura and Verkhrat-
sky, 2012; Ross, 2012), while several Ca2+ buffering proteins,
such as calmodulin, neurogranin, presenilin, and septin, have
also been implicated in [Ca2+] regulation on a small scale (Faas
et al., 2011; Ho and Shen, 2011; Sharma et al., 2013; Zhabotin-
sky et al., 2006). With Ca2+ homeostasis playing a key role in
various cellular devices, the local [Ca2+] maintenance machinery
can, in theory, assign specific functions, or perhaps temporary
functional states, to certain intracellular compartments. Indeed,
we have found that the morphological identity of dendritic
spines, which has previously been associated with the receptor
identity of the resident CA3-CA1 synapse (Matsuzaki et al.,
2001), is also correlated with the local [Ca2+]. Intriguingly, gluta-
mate-evoked postsynaptic Ca2+ entry in spines appears in-
versely proportional to the spine volume in vivo (Noguchi et al.,
2011), also pointing to the relationship between resting [Ca2+],
Ca2+ influx, and the functional spine identity.
We have also detected lasting decreases of resting dendritic
[Ca2+] following brief cell excitation. This observation points to
a potential mechanism for local Ca2+ homeostasis to contribute
to the post-activity memory trace generated by the cell. While
spike-evoked increases in presynaptic resting [Ca2+] have
been associated with short-term release probability boost (Syl-antyev et al., 2013; Wu and Saggau, 1994), use-dependent post-
synaptic changes in resting [Ca2+] have hitherto been difficult to
detect. Our results might help to advance this line of study. Simi-
larly, the present finding that resting [Ca2+] is reduced during
development across both neurons and astroglia can shed new
light on what contributes to changes in Ca2+ homeostasis with
aging (Toescu and Verkhratsky, 2007).
It has also transpired that resting [Ca2+] in principal hippocam-
pal neurons is significantly lower, on average, than that in the sur-
rounding astroglia. While this indicates that the mechanisms
maintaining the equilibrated Ca2+ in neurons and astroglia could
differ (Parpura and Verkhratsky, 2012; Ross, 2012), what consti-
tutes such mechanisms remains to be elucidated. Finally, we
have found that the average resting [Ca2+] is not homogenously
distributed across the astroglial population. There are at least
two distinct groups of astrocytes featuring relatively high and
low resting [Ca2+] levels, in both acute hippocampal slices and
cortical astroglia in vivo. It also appears that the lower- and the
higher-[Ca2+] cell groups tend to occupy contiguous space do-
mains. Interestingly, it has been reported that cortical neurons
in situ appear to stochastically switch between an UP state
(which is associated with lasting cell excitation and elevated
intracellular [Ca2+]) and a DOWN state (Cossart et al., 2003).
This has been related to the synchronized excitation in a local
neural network, and the activity of local astroglia has been impli-
cated in the underlyingmechanism (Poskanzer and Yuste, 2011).
Whether this or similar phenomena can be associated with the
subdivision of astrocytes with respect to their basal [Ca2+] re-
mains an open and intriguing question.
Clearly, these observations represent only a first step in un-
covering what could be an important relationship between basal
Ca2+ levels and local cell function on the microscopic scale.
Dedicated studies will be required in order to understand, first,
what particular molecular mechanisms control the uneven intra-
cellular distribution of resting [Ca2+], and second, whether and
how this distribution, if anything, regulates cellular function at
the level of individual intracellular compartments.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Time-Resolved Imaging In Situ: Two-Photon Excitation FLIM
Two-photon excitation by femtosecond infrared laser pulses was used
to restrict excitation and emission collection to a thin focal excitation plane
50–110 mm deep into the slice (limited by surface debris and patching in DIC
mode) and 50–250 mmdeep in vivo (limited by surface damage from durectomy
and fluorescent signal scattering). We ensured that no contaminating fluores-
cence signal was collected from damaged tissue near the slice surface, and
no autofluorescence was detected at these depths (before applying OGB-1).
Importantly, a short-pass 700 nm filter was placed in front of the detector to
block out any escaped light from the laser source. The imaging system was
based on aBioradRadiance 2000 coupledwith SPC-830TCSPCBecker &Hickl
imaging module under an Olympus LumplanFI 603 water immersion objective
(NA 0.9) or an Olympus FV1000 coupled with Picoquant Picoharp 300 TCSPC
system under Olympus XLPlan N 253 water immersion multi-photon objective
(NA 1.05). Various digital zooms (23–153) were used to allow imaging of
different cellular structures. The two-photon laser source was a Newport-Spec-
traphysics Ti:Sapphire MaiTai laser pulsing at 80 Mhz, with a pulse width of
220 fs and a wavelength of 800 nm optimized for OGB-1 excitation. The laser
power was kept below 8 mW under the objective at all times for slice prepara-
tions to minimize phototoxic damage. The laser power was also minimized forNeuron 88, 277–288, October 21, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 285
in vivo imaging according to depth,where amaximum70mWpower under the
objective was used for imaging depth at 250 mm depth.
Fluorescence images were acquired at a laser line scanning rate of 500 lines
per second and stored as a 2563 2563 256 3 n (t,x,y,T) tensor representing
x-y images with a distribution of nanosecond delay time (t) of photons at each
pixel over the frame duration (T), which could also include z stack information.
Average image acquisition timeswere 30–300 s (maximum laser exposure time
of<100s) dependingon the total photon count, and themaximumphotoncount
rate was on average <105 s1, which is well below the effect of photon pile-up
(maximal photon count of the system was near 108 s1). To monitor possible
[Ca2+] fluctuations, we minimized the sampled image area to approximately
6 3 3 mm (x,y) and a digital size of 100 3 50 pixels (x,y) so that a 10 Hz image
acquisition rate could be achieved. Acquisition time of 10 s for each session
was used, with >30 s resting period between each session, to minimize photo-
toxic damage. Because of relatively low photon counts per pixel, the photon
data were accumulated over the entire image from (t,x,y,T) tensor into (t,T)
matrix before the data analysis was used to estimate Ca2+ concentrations.
For various experimental purposes, the fluorescence intensity can always
be calculated from FLIM data by integration of (non-normalized) photon
counting data at any given pixel or ROI. Physical hardware (Becker & Hickl
HPC-CON unit) can also be used to split the same signal stream from the
photo-detector into digital (photon timing, FLIM) and analog (photon intensity)
signal streams so that intensity and FLIM data can be acquired simultaneously
in the same imaging system.
OGB-1 Calibration for [Ca2+] Readout
The OGB-1 calcium calibration protocol was similar to the standard calibration
method provided by the Invitrogen Ca2+ calibration buffer kit manual. However,
to match the Ca2+ buffering dynamics to that of OGB-1 more closely, the stan-
dard 10 mM chelating agent EGTA was replaced with 10 mM BAPTA, and the
solution constituents were replaced with our experimental intracellular solution
(see below). pHwas adjusted using KOH, and the KCl concentration in the intra-
cellular solutionwas adjustedaccordingly to keep ion constituents in the solution
unchanged. The estimated [Ca2+] was therefore slightly different from the stan-
dard Invitrogen’s calibration set and was finely adjusted using Chris Patton’s
WEBMAXC program at Stanford University (http://web.stanford.edu/cpatton/
webmaxcS.htm). In the acidity control tests, pH was altered using KOH. [Mg2+]
and [Zn2+] were changed using MgCl2 and ZnCl2, respectively, whereas other
constituents were adjusted to maintain the original composition of the intracel-
lular solution. Actin protein calibration was adjusted using Actin from Bovine
Muscle (Sigma A3653), temperature was varied (from 19C to 37C) using a
Scientific Systems Design PTC03 in-line heater, and solution viscosity was
varied by adding 70 kDa Dextran to ACSF or internal solution.
Time-Resolved Imaging In Situ: FLIM Data Analyses and Mapping
The fluorescent decay time course was first normalized to its peak value and
then integrated (area under curve) over 9 ns post-peak (Figure S1A). The result-
ing value was termed normalized total count (NTC). We used this parameter
throughout as an estimator for [Ca2+] using an appropriate calibration function
obtained through direct OGB-1 calibration for intracellular solutions of
clamped [Ca2+], as further explained in the text.
For illustration purposes, [Ca2+]-mapping pixel values were spatially aver-
aged using 5–10 nearest-neighbor pixels to ensure that the FLIM decay traces
had at least 10 counts near the tail. Any pixel that did not satisfy such criteria
was not calculated as a valid data point and discarded (depicted in images as
blank pixels). All the statistics and metrics for individual cellular compartments
were, however, obtained from the raw data matrices, not from the smoothed
mapped images. To maximize the measurement accuracy and reliability for in-
dividual selected cell compartments, we used photon count information within
this region only and averaged the data to give an overall [Ca2+] estimate for that
compartment.
Time-Resolved Imaging In Situ: Fast FLIM
To enablemonitoring of rapidCa2+ transients in neuronal processes,we sought
to maximize the FLIM readout acquisition rate. We therefore further modified
our experimental procedures to gain maximum temporal resolution by sacri-
ficing most of the spatial information. Because we based our FLIM decay anal-286 Neuron 88, 277–288, October 21, 2015 ª2015 The Authorsysis on photon count integration rather thanonmulti-exponential fitting (see the
text and below), the requirement to the time resolution of the OGB-1 fluores-
cencedecay (on the nanoscopic scale) was less stringent. This implied a reduc-
tion in the total number of photons required for the decay trace; hence, less
average exposure time was required. To image a selected dendritic fragment,
line scan at the rate of 750Hz (lines per second)was runacross a small segment
of the dendritic stem (CA1 pyramidal cell apical dendrites) and the associated
spine for 2 s. The resulting FLIM photon count data were averaged over pro-
gressively longer periods of scanning: we found that in characteristic imaging
experiments in acute brain slices the time window of 6–10 ms per [Ca2+] data
point was sufficient to meet the analysis criteria for reliable [Ca2+] readout
(see below). In our conditions we thus were able to increase the FLIM acquisi-
tion frequency to 100 Hz.
Preparation of Acute Slices
Acute hippocampal transverse slices (350 mm thick) were prepared from P7–
P8, P15–P16, and P21–P24 Sprague-Dawley rats, in full compliance with the
national guidelines, the European Communities Council Directive of 24
November 1986, and the European Directive 2010/63/EU on the Protection
of Animals used for Scientific Purposes. Slices were prepared in an ice-cold
slicing solution containing (in mM) NaCl 60, sucrose 105, NaHCO3 26, KCl
2.5, NaH2PO4 1.25, MgCl2 7, CaCl2 0.5, glucose 11, ascorbic acid 1.3, and so-
dium pyruvate 3 (osmolarity 300–310 mOsM), stored in the slicing solution at
34C for 15min, and transferred for storage in an extracellular solution contain-
ing (in mM) NaCl 125, NaHCO3 26, KCl 2.5, NaH2PO4 1.25, MgSO4 1.3, CaCl2
2, and glucose 16 (osmolarity 300–305 mOsm). All solutions were continuously
bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2. Slices were allowed to rest for at least 60 min
before recordings started.
Electrophysiology and Dye Loading
Whole-cell patch-clamp recordingsofCA1pyramidal cells and stratum radiatum
astrocytes were performed in a submersion-type recording chamber. Slices
were superfused with an extracellular solution containing (in mM) NaCl 125,
NaHCO326,KCl2.5,NaH2PO41.25,MgSO41.3,CaCl2 2, andglucose16 (osmo-
larity 300–305 mOsm), continuously bubbled with 95%O2/5% CO2. Whole-cell
recordings were obtained with patch pipettes (3–5 MU) with an intracellular so-
lution containing (in mM) KCH3O3S 135, HEPES 10, Tris-phosphocreatine 10,
MgCl2 4, Na2ATP 4, and Na3GTP 0.4 (pH adjusted to 7.2 with KOH, osmolarity
290–295 mOsM). The cell impermeable Ca2+ indicator OGB-1 (200 mM unless
indicated otherwise; Invitrogen O6806) was added to the internal solution. CA1
pyramidalcellswereheldat70mV.Protoplasmicastrocytes located in thestra-
tum radiatum were identified by their small soma size, low resting potential
(<80 mV), and low input resistance (<10 MU). Astrocytes were held in voltage
clamp at their resting potential or in current clamp.
In single-cell bolus-loading experiments, cells were held in whole-cell mode
for only 1–3 min, after which the pipette was carefully withdrawn until an
outside-out configuration was obtained to allow the somatic membrane to
seal safely. [Ca2+] FLIM measurements were carried out across the dendritic
tree several minutes after the re-seal to minimize diffusion escape of the dye.
In Vivo Preparation and Cranial Window Implantation
All in vivo animal experiments were conducted usingmale Sprague-Dawley rats
(p27–P33) in accordance with the European Commission Directive (86/609/
EEC) and the United Kingdom Home Office (Scientific Procedures) Act (1986).
Young male rats (100–120 g) were anesthetized with urethane (initial dose
1.3 g/kg, i.p.; then 10–25 mg/kg/hr, i.v.) following isoflurane (5% in air) induc-
tion. Adequate anesthesia was ensured by maintaining stable levels of the
arterial blood pressure and heart rate showing lack of responses to a paw
pinch. The femoral artery and vein were cannulated for measurement of the
arterial blood pressure and administration of anesthetic, respectively. The tra-
chea was cannulated, and the animal was ventilated with O2-enriched room air
using a positive pressure ventilator with a tidal volume of 1 ml/100 g and a
ventilator frequency similar to the resting respiratory rate (60 strokes/min).
The animal was then placed in a stereotaxic frame. The skin overlying the
skull was removed, and a small craniotomy (2 mm2) was made in the
parietal bone above the somatosensory cortex. Cortical astrocytes were
labeled with sulforhodamine 101 (SR101) and OGB-1. The solution containing
OGB-1 (1 mM) and SR101 (to aid identification of astroglia, 25 mM) in artificial
cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF; 124 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 26 mM
NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM MgSO4, 10 mM D-glucose saturated
with 95%O2/ 5%CO2 [pH 7.4]) was delivered (volume 1.5 ml) via a glass micro-
pipette to the targeted area of the right primary somatosensory cortex, imme-
diately caudal of the coronal suture (0–3 mm posterior to bregma and
2–5 mm lateral from the midline). The exposed surface of the cortex was
then covered with 1% agarose and protected with a glass coverslip secured
to the skull using acrylic dental cement.
Throughout surgical preparation and imaging, body temperature was main-
tained at 37.0C. PO2, PCO2, and pH of the arterial blood were periodically
measured using a RAPIDLab 348EX blood gas analyzer (Siemens Healthcare),
and the ventilation parameters were adjusted to keep these variables within
the physiological ranges. Two-photon excitation for FLIM acquisition was car-
ried out as described below using a Newport-Spectraphysics Ti:SapphireMai-
Tai laser, Olympus FV1000 with XLPlan N 253 water immersion multi-photon
objective (NA 1.05), and Picoquant Picoharp 300 TCSPC. Acquisitions were
carried out at a depth between 50 and 300 mm from the cortical surface.
Estimation of Spine Head Volume Based on Fluorophore Intensity
The principal assumption for spine head volume (Vs) estimate (based on the in-
tensity readout for the cell-impermeable, water-soluble indicator) is that the
fluorophore concentration and excitation laser power are uniform within the
distal dendritic branches and nearby spinesmonitored in the same focal plane.
The cytosolic volume of the compartment is therefore proportional to the fluo-
rescent intensity observed, i.e., Vs / Vd = Is / Id, where index d stands for den-
dritic shaft values. The ROI (in the x-y plane) for Vd in the dendritic shaft was,
however, selected to be as small as the smallest spine in the same image. This
corresponded to the dendritic shaft volume, which was smaller than the shaft
diameter, thus providing 100% sampled emission represented by the fluoro-
phore, also mitigating the effect of boundaries and volume fractions (Fig-
ure S4A). In other words, Vd represented the average fluorescence intensity
over the depth of the system’s point spread function (PSF), whereas Vs repre-
sented a fraction of this intensity over the same depth, thus directly reflecting
the structure volume. Because the systemPSFwas unchanged throughout the
experiments, Vs / Vd provided a fully consistent and unbiased relative volume
measure. To arrive at the absolute volume scale, we used the characteristic
PSF depth at 800 nm (Scott and Rusakov, 2006); this value, however, was
not important for any comparative analyses.
Statistical Methods
The statistical data in graphs were normally presented as mean ± SEM or
mean ± SD, where indicated. We routinely used two-sided t tests to compare
sample averages with respect to the null hypothesis, and for non-Guassian
data scatters the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was used. These tests,
as well as Spearman’s correlation r, linear regression, and autocorrelation an-
alyses, were used as implemented in Origin (Origin Lab Corp).
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